
We have all seen at least one romantic movie in our lifetime. Perhaps some of us are even 

living out the romance with our significant others. Nevertheless, when most of us think of 

romance we think of passion and sparks and butterflies in our stomachs. There seems to be a 

fire that drives such couples - a fire to make both parties pursue the other with all that they 

have. Yet, that fire never seems to be tedious or burdensome for the man or the woman. The 

man and woman serve each other effortlessly, without thinking about their own wellbeing, 

because they want to. This fire is what Jesus is pleading with us to rekindle in our relationship 

with Him in verse 4: “You have forsaken the love you had at first.” See, what has happened in 

our romance with Christ is that we’ve turned the relationship into duties, responsibilities, and 

chores. On the flip side of a young couple that is passionate for each other, you see some 

couples that are in a relationship just because ‘they have to’. They serve each other not with an 

altruistic fire but with the burden of fulfilling expectations. They both work hard for each other 

because it is their “legal” responsibility to take care of the other, and this is what our relationship 

with Christ looks like. Jesus appreciates all our “hard work and perseverance” (vs. 2) and He 

knows that “you have persevered and have endured hardships for my name, and have not 

grown weary” (vs. 3). Jesus sees and values all these responsibilities and chores we have 

diligently fulfilled, just as anyone in a relationship appreciates the other for being so responsible 

and dedicated. However, what Jesus wants is that fresh love seen in a passionate romance. He 

does not want us to be laboriously diligent; He wants us to be passionately driven. He does not 

want us to reduce our relationship with God as a chore, but He wants us to fall in love and 

experience the ultimate romance for ourselves.  

Therefore, this Valentine’s Day weekend and at the beginning of Great lent season, let’s ignite 

our romance - with God - with passion and fire. Let’s remind ourselves that our relationship with 

Christ should be about love, not work.  We don't need to talk about HIS love for us. That's fixed. 

The issue is our love for Christ.  

 


